Rendlesham Primary School Art Curriculum
Key Stage 1

CONFLICT
Autumn
PLANET
EARTH
Spring
BRITAIN
Summer
HUMAN KIND
Autumn
INVENTIONS
Spring
CIVILISATIONS

Summer

Should castles always look old in
paintings?
PAINTING
Can nature be black
and white?
DRAWING
Exploring shading
and use of lines

What would a day
in London look like
for Paddington?
COLLAGE

Upper Key Stage 2

How does colour change the meaning
of art?
PAINT
Compare conflict and peace in art

What will Banksy do next?

Are paintings
more exciting
when they are
colourful?
PAINTING
Study of Henri
Rousseau
How do faces
change over time?

How does art depict extreme natural
events?
COLLAGE ON PAINT

DRAWING

DRAWING & PAINTING

Do sculptures of people need to
look real?
SCULPTURE & PAINTING
colour mixing
How can we make
patterns repeat?

Lower Key Stage 2

How can you use
4 colours to create
a masterpiece?
PRINTING
DIGITAL
Exploring methods
Mondrian
of making patterns
/Kandinsky
What foods give us the best colours?
TEXTILES
Exploring fabric dyeing using fruit and
vegetables

Is there a modern version of the arts
and crafts movement?

How would you use art to link humans
to the sea?
SCULPTURE
Gormley v Suffolk coastal statues
Is colour or shape more important in
pattern making?
DIGITAL
Comparison between Bridget Riley and
Islamic geometric art
How does Non-European art represent
people’s daily life?
DRAW & COLLAGE
Exploring a range of multicultural artists

STENCILLING
Art linked to current social issues

Core
Knowledge
Study of how
art reflects war
and peace

How is climate change represented
through art?
COLLAGE AND TEXTILES
Research artists response to climate
change

Will modern art become as wellknown as traditional art?
PAINT
Tate Modern versus the National
Gallery
How do other cultures represent
the human form?
SCULPTURE
Would symmetry make the perfect
selfie?
DIGITAL ART
Exploring use of technology in
creating art
What makes a skyline so striking?
DRAWING
plus technique of choice
Explore ways to represent a range
of skylines

How art is used
to make a
political
statement

Comparison
between
modern and
traditional art
Study of the
human form in
art

Study of shape,
colour and
pattern

Exploring and
responding to
art

